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A manual on homemade masks 
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“Masks are effective only when used in 
combination with frequent hand-cleaning with 
alcohol-based hand rub or soap and water. If you 
wear a mask, then you must know how to use it 
and dispose of it properly.” 
-WTWQI�-JFQYM�4WLFSN_FYNTS�

Analyses show that if 50% of the population were to wear 
masks, only 50% of the population would be infected by the 
virus. 4SHJ���
�TK�YMJ�UTUZQFYNTS�\JFWX�F�RFXP��YMJ
TZYGWJFP�HFS�GJ�XYTUUJI�NRRJINFYJQ^�
Source: https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/30229968/



COVID-19 virus spreads easily from person to person contact.  Virus carrying droplets dry fast 
enough to form droplet nuclei and remain airborne eventually landing on different surfaces. 
SARS-CoV-2, the virus that causes COVID-19, has been detected in aerosols for up to three 
hours and on plastic and stainless steel surfaces for up to three days. (N.Engl J.Med. 2020)  

Why Wear a Mask? 

RJIZHNSL�YMJ�HMFSHJX�TK�NSMFQNSL�YMJ�[NWZX�G^�\JFWNSL�
F�UWTYJHYN[J�RFXP�YMFY�NX�cleaned thoroughly using a 
combination of approaches that use Heat, UV light, water, 
soap and alcohol, \NQQ�GJ�[NYFQ�YT�XYTUUNSL�NYX�XUWJFI��

2FXPX�QT\JW�YMJ�HMFSHJX�TK�HTWTSF[NWZX�JSYJWNSL�YMJ�WJXUNWFYTW^�
X^XYJR�YMWTZLM�IWTUQJYX�XYNQQ�NS�YMJ�FNW�KWTR�FS�NSKJHYJI�UJWXTS��



).8548&'1*�2&80
(Bought from store—can be 

used only once) 

2&0*�&9�-42*�7*�:8&'1*�2&80�
  (Process for making and reusing such masks is 

defined further in this document)
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Proposed guide is meant to provide a simple outline of best practices to 
make, use and reuse masks to enable NGOs and individuals to self-create 
such masks and accelerate widespread adoption of masks across India. 
The key criteria for proposed designs are�*FXJ�TK�&HHJXX�YT�2FYJWNFQX��
*FX^�TK�2FPNSL�FY�-TRJ��*FXJ�TK�:XJ�FSI�RJZXJ��WJFWNSL�TK�RFXPX�NX�
JXUJHNFQQ^�WJHTRRJSIJI�KTW�UJTUQJ�QN[NSL�NS�IJSXJQ^�UTUZQFYJI�FWJFX�
FHWTXX�.SINF�

* There are many variations of homemade masks. This is one of two 
designs proposed in this manual. 

C O M M O N  T Y P E S  O F  M A S K S 



0J^�)NKKJWJSHJX�GJY\JJS�
)NXUTXFGQJ�FSI�-TRJRFIJ�
(TYYTS�2FXPX

5745*79.*8 ).8548&'1*�
8ZWLNHFQ��2&80

-42*2&)*�
(TYYTS��2&80

Use 8NSLQJ�ZXJ 2ZQYNUQJ�ZXJ

Effectiveness 
against Virus 

Particles 

c���
� c���


Washing and 
Cleaning 

8MTZQI�3*;*7�GJ�
\FXMJI�FX�NY�IFRFLJX�

çQYWFYNTS�FSI�
UWTYJHYNTS�FGNQNY^

(FS�GJ�WJZXJI�
JFXNQ^�KTQQT\NSL�

UWTHJIZWJX�XMT\S�
KZWYMJW�NS�YMNX�

ITHZRJSY���

Availability 2JINHFQ�XYTWJ�XYTHPX�
TK�XZHM�RFXPX�FWJ��

QNPJQ^�YT�GJ�
IJUQJYJI

(FS�GJ�JFXNQ^�
RFIJ�FY�MTRJ�\NYM�

F[FNQFGQJ�HTYYTS�
RFYJWNFQX�

Disposal  2ZXY�GJ�INXUTXJI�
FKYJW�TSJ�ZXJ�NS�F
HQTXJI�GFL�\NYM�

MTZXJMTQI�\FXYJ�YT�
UWJ[JSY�[NWZX�KWTR�

YWF[JQ�

(FS�GJ�JFXNQ^�
HQJFSJI�FKYJW�ZXJ�
\NYM�NSLWJINJSYX�

F[FNQFGQJ�FY�MTRJ

A protective mask can be made with simple MTZXJMTQI�
RFYJWNFQX.  

Scientists have tested different household materials for 
homemade masks. To measure their effectiveness in 
stopping viruses, they bombarded 0.02 micron particles 
(5 times smaller than the coronavirus) on to these different 
materials. They found that F ITZGQJ QF^JW TK ���
 HTYYTS�
HQTYM NX the RTXY JKKJHYN[J FY HFUYZWNSL XRFQQ UFWYNHQJX� is 
breathable and this is also easy to use for making a mask 
at home.2

2. https://smartairfilters.com/en/blog/best-materials-make-diy-face-mask-virus/
3. https://www.researchgate.net/publication/258525804_Testing_the_Efficacy_
    of_Homemade_Masks_Would_They_Protect_in_an_Influenza_Pandemic
4. https://smartairfilters.com/en/blog/best-materials-make-diy-face-mask-virus/

A double layer of 100% cotton cloth is about 70% as 
effective as a surgical mask at capturing small particles 
(up to five times smaller than coronavirus). 3 4   
This material is breathable
It is easy to find around the house
These masks can be easily reused 
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��F�(ZYYNSL�+FGWNH�Ö�(ZY�HQTYM�KTW�YMJ�RFXP�FY�YMJ�
KTQQT\NSL�XN_JX�FX�WJVZNWJI��
    

��G�(ZYYNSL�SYWNUX�Ö�(ZY���XYWNUX�KTW�Y^NSL�FSI�UNUNSL

KWTR�HQTYM�� Two pieces at 1.5”x 5” and  Two pieces at 1.5”x 40” 

Adult: 9 inch x 7 inch     Child: 7 inch x 5 inch 

Begin
with

4UYNTS����2FPJ�F�2FXP�ZXNSL�F�8J\NSL�2FHMNSJ

Things you will need: 

You can easily make a mask at 
home to protect yourself. 

���
�HTYYTS�RFYJWNFQ

+TZW�UNJHJX�TK�HQTYM�XYWNUX 8HNXXTWX

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
8

inch

Illustration by MoHFW

Any used cotton cloth including old cotton vest or t-shirt can be used to 
make this mask. Remember the colour of the mask does NOT matter. You 
must ensure that the fabric is washed well in boiling water for 5 minutes 
and dried well, before you make the mask. Adding salt to this water is 
recommended. 

��

�� �� ��

8J\NSL�2FHMNSJ

Inch= ”

+TW�&IZQY�
8N_J�2FXP Â



TFPJ�YMJ�HZY�KFGWNH��FYYFHM�YMJ����]�Ü�XYWNU�YT�GJ�ZXJI�FX�UNUNSL�YT�YMJ�KFGWNH�TS�TSJ�JSI�FX�XMT\S��

(WJFYJ�YMWJJ�IT\S\FWI�KFHNSL�UQJFYX�TK�FUUWT]NRFYJQ^����Ü�JFHM�KTQINSL�HQTYM�FX�XMT\S��
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TZWS�YMJ�UQJFYJI�HQTYM�YT�YMJ�TYMJW�XNIJ�FSI�WJUJFY�XYJUX�KTW�UQJFYNSL�TS�YMNX�XNIJ�FX�XMT\S�FGT[J��
4SHJ�YMJ�UQJFYX�MF[J�GJJS�RFIJ��YMJ�MJNLMY�TK�YMJ�UQJFYJI�HQTYM�\NQQ�GJ�WJIZHJI�KWTR��Ü�YT��Ü��

�� �� ��

�� �� ��

7� �� 9�

5WTHJXX�IJRTSXYWFYJI�GJQT\�NX�KTW�&IZQY�8N_J�2FXP



8JHZWJ the UQJFYX \NYM UNUNSL TS GTYM XNIJX FX XMT\S FGT[J��  Take extra care to keep all pleats facing 
downward as shown. 

10� ��� ���

3T\�GJLNS�FYYFHMNSL�YMJ�QTSL���Ü�XYWNUX�ZXJI�KTW�Y^NSL�YMJ�RFXP�YT�YMJ�YTU�FSI�GTYYTR�TK�RFXP�FX�XMT\S��

��� ��� ���

4SHJ�FLFNS�KTQI�GTYM�YMJXJ�XYWNUX�YMWJJ�YNRJX�FSI�XYNYHM�FX�XMT\S�FGT[J��

��� 17� ���
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Your mask is now ready

Ensure that the mask fits 
around your mouth and nose 
and there is no gap between 
your face and the mask. When 
wearing the mask, the side 
facing you should show pleats 
facing downwards. 

You must never reverse 
the mask for reuse. Always 
thoroughly wash mask after 
every use following process 

shown further. 

This mask is currently being used by community-
health workers of organizations in South 
Rajasthan including, Amrit Clinic, Arth Hospital, 
and Shreyas Hospital. Images and process 
courtsey: Jatan Sansthan, UdaipurManual on DIY Masks_India_9



Make sure the mask fits your face well 
and there are no gaps on the sides... 

�� �� ��

�� ��

7� ��

��

Remember to still maintain 
up to 2 meter distance from 
others at all times, wash your 
hands thoroughly when back 
home and do not touch your 
face or eyes! 

Demonstrated by Dr. Gargi Goel, Pediatrician, Rajasthan
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4UYNTS����2FPNSL�F�RFXP�FY�MTRJ�G^�MFSI�
\NYMTZY�F�XJ\NSL�RFHMNSJ

SYJU�� SYJU��

Fold the handkerchief from one 
side to little above the middle of 
the cloth

Now fold over the other edge 
to go above the first fold

Fold this again evenly from the 
middle as shown

9MNSLX�^TZ�\NQQ�SJJI�

���
�HTYYTS�RFYJWNFQ�TW�F�
RJS’X�HTYYTS�MFSIPJWHMNJK� T\T�WZGGJW�GFSIX

SYJU��

�� ��
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SYJU��

SYJU��

SYJU��

SYJU��

Take a rubber band and tie it on left side of the 
cloth as shown

Now  tie the other side with another rubber band 
Ensure that the area in the middle of the two rubber 
bands is big enough to cover your mouth and nose

Take one edge of the cloth on the side of the rubber 
band and fold over it. Do this for both sides

Now take one fold and insert in to the other fold

1. Your mask is now ready

3. To wear this mask just wrap each 
    rubber band around your ears

2. Please ensure that the mask fits    
    around your mouth and nose and 
    there is no gap between your face 
    and the mask

4. You must follow all precautions 
    and instructions outlined above 
    when using the mask
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Wash and sanitize this mask 
after every single use as shown 
in next page...

• )T�STY�YTZHM�YMJ�KWTSY�TW�FS^�
TYMJW�XZWKFHJ�TK�YMJ�RFXP��remove 
it only with strings behind

• +TW�XYWNSL�RFXP��FQ\F^X�ZSYNJ�YMJ�
XYWNSL below and then the string 
above

• &KYJW�WJRT[FQ��NRRJINFYJQ^�HQJFS�
^TZW�MFSIX with 70% alcohol-
based hand sanitizer or with soap 
and water for 40 seconds

• )WTU�NY�INWJHYQ^�NSYT�F�XTFU�
XTQZYNTS�TW�GTNQNSL�\FYJr to which 
salt has been added

.2547T&39�57*(&:9.438��

1. Thoroughly wash and clean 
the mask (as shown in next page) 
before wearing it.

2. Wash your hands thoroughly 
before wearing the mask.

3. As soon as the mask becomes 
damp or humid, switch to another 
mask and clean the used mask.

4. Never reuse a mask after single 
use without cleaning it. 

<MJS�WJRT[NSL�YMJ�RFXP��
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'JKTWJ�ZXNSL�YMJ�MFSIRFIJ�
RFXP�WJRJRGJW� 



How to Clean and Sanitize your
Homemade Mask Everyday

 1. 9MTWTZLMQ^�\FXM�YMJ�RFXP�NS�XTFU�FSI�\FWR�water 
and leave it to dry in hot sun for at least 5 hours.
If you do not have access to the sun, follow Option 2: 

���5QFHJ�YMJ�RFXP�NS�\FYJW�NS�F�UWJXXZWJ�HTTPJW��FSI
UWJXXZWJ�GTNQ�NY�KTW�FY�QJFXY����RNSZYJX�FSI�QJF[J�NY�
to dry. Adding salt to the water is recommended. .S�YMJ�
FGXJSHJ�TK�F�UWJXXZWJ�HTTPJW��^TZ�RF^�GTNQ�YMJ�HQTYM�
RFXP�NS�MTY�\FYJW�KTW����RNSZYJX��
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Do not attempt to clean and boil disposable masks. They 
have material that cannot withstand washing.

���<FXM�FSI�HQJFS�\NYM�XTFU�FSI�FUUQ^�MJFY�TS�YMJ�
RFXP�KTW�ZU�YT�ç[J�RNSZYJX��(You may use an iron). 

. 

If you do not have access to a pressure cooker/boiling 
water, follow Option 3: 

 



It is recommended that you make two masks so you 
can wear one, while the other is washed and dried

�� ��

��

��

��

Take any plastic bag at home

Keep your extra clean mask 
in this clean bag

Keep it sealed well Now you can rotate your 
masks for daily use 

Clean it thoroughly with soap 
and water

Let it dry well on both sides 

��

How to Store your Clean Mask
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Images from public sources

Design by Vertiver
Wearing of masks is particularly useful in crowded areas.

.XXZJI�G^�YMJ�4KçHJ�TK�YMJ�5WNSHNUFQ�
8HNJSYNçH�&I[NXTW�YT�YMJ�,T[JWSRJSY�TK�
.SINFD�2FWHM��0, 2020 

-TRJRFIJ�WJZXFGQJ�RFXPX�TSQ^�WJIZHJ�YMJ�HMFSHJX�TK�NSMFQNSL�
IWTUQJYX�XYNQQ�NS�YMJ�FNW�KWTR�NS�NSKJHYJI�UJWXTS���9MJ^�IT�STY�LN[J�KZQQ

UWTYJHYNTS��-TRJRFIJ�WJZXFGQJ�RFXPX�RZXY�GJ�\FXMJI�FSI�MJFYJI�
JFHM�IF^��FX�NSXYWZHYJI��7JZXJ�\NYMTZY�\FXMNSL�XMTZQI�349�GJ�ITSJ��

)NXUTXFGQJ�RFXPX�XMTZQI�STY�GJ�\FXMJI�FSI�WJ�ZXJI��
9MJ^�RZXY�GJ�INXUTXJI�FHHTWINSL�YT�NSXYWZHYNTSX�

7JRJRGJW�YT�\FXM�^TZW�MFSIX�KWJVZJSYQ^�
\NYM�XTFU�KTW����XJHTSIX��


